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Zala
Inspired by an effortless sense of flow and harmony, Zala 

demonstrates the art of conjuring subtly contrasting atmospheres 
through the use of an embroidery technique. While understanding 

the practicalities of transforming one’s interior space drove the 
overarching brief, the magic that transforms this drapery fabric is 

the soul-salving oasis of elegant curves and sensory delight 
through the use of subtle biophilic design and its connection to 

seasonality. It evokes a feeling of elegant, faded grandeur. 

“It is a real luxury to have a generous supply of embroidery designs 
in the market, and Zala now forms an integral part of this unique 

product offering.” - Maya Vivian, Maurice Kain Product Developer
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THE RANGE

Zala

ZALA ASH

ZALA MARBLE

SNOW SNOW



MAYFLOWER COLLECTION

TEXTILE GUIDE

POLYESTER DRAPERY HAND WASH DRY CLEANING P50
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Ordering online is by far the fastest, most accurate and efficient ways 
to place your order. Let’s show you how...

Head to www.basfordbrands.com on any digital device. Our website 
will show you 24 hour live updates of our factory stock levels, so you have 

complete confidence in the availability of your desired products.

COMPOSITION

WASHING

USE

CARE CODE 4

WIDTH 320 CM 
CONT.

PATTERN REPEAT

COLOUR RANGE 3

N/A

FINISHING WEIGHTED
BASE

MARBLE, SNOW, ASH



MAYFLOWER COLLECTION

TEXTILE GUIDE

ONLINE ORDERING
with Basford Brands is as easy at 1,2,3

Ordering online is by far the fastest, most accurate and efficient ways 
to place your order. Let’s show you how...

1
Head to www.basfordbrands.com on any digital device. Our website 

will show you 24 hour live updates of our factory stock levels, so you have 
complete confidence in the availability of your desired products.

2
Place your order online through your own client account, or if you do not 

yet have an account, you can set one up by following the step by step 
insturctions, or by contacting our friendly customer service team at 

customerservicedecorative@basfordbrands.com or 
customerservice@basfordbrands.co.nz

3
Once your order has been placed, we guarantee to dispatch your order 

within 72 hours.* 



SOCIAL MEDIA
Do you have a image you want to tag us in? Search the brand name 

or scan above to discover our Facebook, YouTube, Instagram and more! 


